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481 deteriorating public housing units built in the 1940s with new mixed-income housing for renters and home
owners. The mixed-use, multifamily development features rental apartments, for-sale condominiums and singlefamily homes. Funding totaling more than $240 million was used to produce the transit-oriented, pedestrian-friendly
environment and build a total of 1,092 public housing, affordable and market-rate housing units. It includes outdoor
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Dealmakers
⦁ Housing authority served as master planner for a comprehensive redevelopment
⦁ &16,#"11)"đ0 ,)),/1&3" ,**&1*"+11, ,,/!&+1",+&+#/01/2 12/"!"3"),-*"+1
⦁ Rainier Vista design book for consistent design standards throughout the project
⦁ Active Citizen Review Committee for stakeholder engagement
⦁ One-to-one replacement policy for public housing units
⦁ Transit-oriented design to prepare for the new light rail line
⦁ Doubled density from the original project to create a mixed-income community
⦁ Infrastructure redesign to integrate with the existing street grid
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Development Partners
Seattle Housing Authority
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rental housing and rental assistance to more than 30,000 people in
the city of Seattle. The agency owns and operates buildings of all
shapes and sizes on nearly 400 sites throughout the city. The
Low Income Public Housing program provides more than
buildings; multiplex and single-family housing; and in
four communities at Rainier Vista, NewHolly, High
Point, and Yesler Terrace.

Dwell Development
Dwell Development is a full-service, Seattle-based,
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development. Dwell produced 42 ultra-sustainable,
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6,040 public housing units in large and small apartment

single-family detached, market-rate homes in
Rainier Vista.
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BDR Homes is a home builder serving the Seattle area. Over
1%" ,2/0",#1%"&/ /""/0Ą1%"-/&+ &-)0,#1%"Õ/*%3"
been involved in creating over 2,000 homes in more than 60
neighborhoods throughout the Seattle area. BDR produced 69
single-family detached units and townhomes for Rainier Vista.
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BDR Homes
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affordable for families earning 80 percent of the Area Median
Income. In 2016, BDR Homes is also developing market-rate
rental units on the two remaining vacant lots on the site.

Planning and Policy
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input led by the Seattle Housing Authority (SHA), the Seattle City Council
unanimously approved a Memorandum of Agreement with SHA. The agreement
governed Rainier Vista redevelopment and provided assurance to neighborhood
groups and advocates about replacement housing and related issues. The provisions
committed to 100 percent replacement of the 481 existing public housing units at Rainier Vista,
with units available to households with incomes at or below 30 percent of the Area Median Income
and a maximum density of 1,010 units.1 The agreement also made a commitment to sustainable building practices.
Redevelopment at Rainier Vista has resulted in a mixed-income community with low-income rentals, market-rate
rentals, and market-rate, owner-occupied homes.
The redeveloped Rainier Vista now includes market-rate, for-sale and rental housing in addition to units for residents
with extremely low incomes (30 percent of area median income or below) and low incomes (80 percent or below):
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Site Development
Located in the heart of the Rainier Valley, Rainier Vista was one of three SHA communities
originally built to house defense workers during World War II. By the early 1950s, the wood
frame buildings were designated as public housing. Today, Rainier Vista is a culturally
!&3"/0" ,**2+&16Ą4&1%*+6&**&$/+10#/,*,21%"010&Ą01#/& +!")0"4%"/"ă
The redevelopment of Rainier Vista was divided into three phases organized geographically
and completed roughly chronologically:
⦁ %0" Ą1%"4"010&!",#/1&+21%"/&+$ /ă6,21%ģĤĆ
⦁ %0" Ą1%"/""01,#+!0,21%,#,21%/"$,+1/""1Ć+!
⦁ %0"
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The project replaced 481 rundown public housing units from the 1940s with a new mixed-income,
*&5"!Ě20" ,**2+&16,#/"0&!"+1&)2+&104&1%,#Õ "Ą/"1&)Ą0"/3& "0+!/" /"1&,+)0- "ă 11/+0formed a curvilinear street system to an entirely new street grid with improved connection to the overall city
streets. Of the original 481 low-income units from the old Rainier Vista, 411 were replaced onsite. The remaining
70 units were located off-site in buildings owned by SHA, or in partnership with another housing provider.
In preparation for the new light-rail service planned to come
through the area, the SHA sought to improve the community by
turning it into a denser, light-rail friendly community. The SHA
rezoned the 67 acres in coordination with the City and Sound
Transit, the agencies that were preparing to create transit-oriented
development around the new Sound Transit Light Rail stations.
The SHA also worked on the redevelopment of Rainier Vista in
coordination with the Seattle Department of Transportation, Seattle
Public Utilities and the Department of Planning and Design.

“
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to really good planning along
the new light rail corridor, and
creating a good public realm along
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Stephanie Van Dyke
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serves Rainier Vista at the Columbia City station just to the south. This transportation option gives residents more
convenient access to the Rainier Valley, downtown Seattle, and Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.
Rainier Vista is located close to a number of large and small parks, playgrounds, and community gardens that create
open space for residents to get outside, meet their neighbors, and play with their children. It is also within walking
distance of the amenities of the Columbia City business district, featuring a mix of retail shops, restaurants, and
entertainment options.
"0&!"+10%3" "001,"&$%,/%,,! ,20"đ0&+&"/&01"+1"/+!&10',-/,$/*0Ą ,*-21"/)Ą 0"
management services, Head Start program, and community gathering spaces, including a new Boys and Girls Club
that opened in 2008.
The SHA was the master developer for the project, hiring architects and engineers to design public housing and also
the public realm, in close coordination with relevant city departments. The SHA hired and oversaw the construction
,#1%"0"")"*"+10ă%" 2&)1!2-)"5"0+!2-1,1%/""Ě01,/6-/1*"+10Ą21*,01)61%/""Ě1,Õ3"Ě2+&1-/,-"/1&"0ă
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rental units for low-wage workers and low-income seniors.
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partners, such as the Boys and Girls Club and Neighborhood House, who developed community facilities on the site
to serve the neighborhood.
To redevelop Rainier Vista as a mixed-income community, the SHA selected private development partners to
purchase and develop market-rate and affordable single-family homes and duplexes. Before the recession, Rainier
Vista had a dozen different private builders. Post-recession, there were only two private builders: Dwell Development
+! ,*"0ă4"))"3"),-*"+1&0!"0&$+Ě2&)!Õ/*0"!&+"11)"0-" &)&7&+$&+&++,31&3"Ą"+"/$6Ě"#Õ &"+1!"0&$+ăĒ"4&+&"/&01ē"$+0-/1+"/0%&-4&1%1%" +!4"))"3"),-*"+1Ąư&+ÛÙÚÙă
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developer producing for-sale housing. BDR is also producing market-rate rental housing on the last two remaining
lots through 2017.

2)& 21/" %
Public outreach for the redevelopment of Rainier Vista, particularly with current residents, was conducted
throughout the process.
+" "*"/ÛÙÙÛĄ1%" "01)&0%"!ư&1&7"+"3&"4,**&11""1,/"3&"4+!*("/" ,**"+!1&,+0,+
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meetings to obtain information from residents as to design of the units, as well as public
meetings on the rezoning. Those meetings continued through completion of the public
housing units in Phase II in 2012.
The community sought to ensure that low-income residents were well served and
that the large trees on the site were preserved to the maximum extent possible,
4%&)")0,&*-/,3&+$1%"/"0&!"+1&)2+&10ă+3&/,+*"+1) ,+ "/+0&+ )2!"!
lead paint, soil remediation, asbestos abatement, and underground storage
tank remediation.
The SHA Community Building program also accompanied the redevelopment of Rainier Vista, offering important opportunities for increasing
/"0&!"+10")#Ě02#Õ &"+ 6Ą&*-/,3&+$.2)&16,#)&#"Ą01/"+$1%"+&+$
social bonds in the community, and helping better integrate public
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housing residents with the greater Seattle community. The program
fosters the capacity of SHA residents to shape programs and policies
for their communities. By forging partnerships and encouraging broad
participation, the program supports families, children, and seniors, and
values cultural diversity and racial equity. SHA Community Builder staff also
works closely with residents, homeowners, community service organizations
and others to actively build programs and activities that bring people together.
1##+!/"0&!"+104,/(1,$"1%"/&+/"0&!"+1 ,**2+&16 ,2+ &)0Ą#Õ+&16$/,2-0Ą
health programs, and more.
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The urban design and planning for Rainier Vista centered
on creating a transit-oriented and pedestrian-oriented
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Design
community that would be fully integrated into the existing
surrounding neighborhood.
The public housing, located in townhomes and apartment
buildings, is mixed throughout the site and is virtually indistinguishable from the market-rate rental and for-sale housing.
Built prior to the market-rate units, the public housing set high
design standards, with covered entry porches, steeply pitched roofs
and a colorful mixture of siding patterns. Private off-street parking is
adjacent to each housing unit. The design complements the surrounding
older historic neighborhood of Columbia City.
%"!"0&$+,#2&)!&+$0+!1%"-/,'" 1đ0!"0&$+$2&!")&+"0 /"1"!#,/)1"/&+Õ))
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ringed by concentric zones of buildings, with denser mixed-use residential/commercial buildings at the center,
surrounded by dense apartment buildings, followed by a zone of
townhouses and duplexes. At the outer reaches of the site, farthest from
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the light rail site, are the single-family houses. Outdoor recreational
uses are fully integrated into the site to serve the community. Trees that
were preserved from the original site serve as focal points for various
portions of the site. Parking is kept out of public view of the streets,
accessed by alleys in the rear of each block, under buildings in garages,
or behind street-facing building facades.
As a condition of purchase of the property on which the market-rate
homes were built, private builders were required to follow design
$2&!")&+"0,21)&+"!&+1%" đ0"0&$+,,(&+,/!"/1,*("1%"+"4
neighborhood seamless with the surrounding community. The Rainier
Vista Design Book is comparable to earlier editions created for the SHA
sites NewHolly and High Point to guide development in those commu+&1&"0ă %"0&$+,,("*-%0&7"02+&.2"+"&$%,/%,,!.2)&1&"0
and responds to local design preferences. Issued in 2004, the Rainier
Vista edition was revised and edited with input from the Rainier Vista
Homeowners Association to help ensure that the new homes would

complement the rental housing and community facilities that the SHA and other partners were building. The SHA
reviewed all the plans to ensure compliance and to help the builders with consistent solutions to design problems.
%",,(&))201/1"0!"0&$+ %,& "0/+$&+$#/,*-) "*"+1,#%,20"0),+$1%"01/""11,!"1&)002 %0/,,Ö&+"0Ą
porches, fences or color. The Design Book helped guide builders to create a safe, mixed-income, mixed-use, transit-oriented community integrated into the surrounding neighborhood.
The Rainier Vista Design Book was prepared by Mithun, with contributions from the Rainier Vista design team,
Tonkin Hoyne Lokan, GGLO, SvR, and Nakano Associates, City of Seattle and SHA staff. The contributing market
studies were conducted by RealVision Research, Hebert Research, and Heartland.
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Public art is also a notable feature at Rainier Vista. Sculptures along Columbia Way Boulevard connect the neighborhood artistically with nearby Columbia City. Custom-designed benches and other park furniture are placed
1%/,2$%,211%"+"&$%,/%,,!Ą0,*""*"!!"!4&1%*,0& 0!"0&$+"!6%"%&)!/"+đ020"2*ă2/)0 /"1"!6
students in the local ArtWorks program are featured throughout the neighborhood.
New Urbanist planning and design principles are active at Rainier Vista, with housing designed to bring together
1%"+"&$%,/%,,!đ0!&3"/0"*&512/",#/"0&!"+10ă//,401/""100),41/#Õ Ą4%&)"#/,+1-,/ %"0), 1"! ),0"1,1%"
01/""1"+ ,2/$"/"0&!"+10đ&+1"/ 1&,+ă,4#"+ "0/,2+!-/&31" (6/!0$&3"%,20"%,)!00"+0",#0" 2/&16+!
ownership of their own space, but still allow for visibility and conversation with neighbors.
By June 2012, all 481 units of public housing were replaced.
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The Dwell homes are arranged in clusters of four units centered around
a community garden and informal outdoor gathering spaces. The early
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We doubled the density, which
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Seattle has had quite a struggle
with density: it has traditionally
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units in Phase III were 3-bedroom, two-bath, 1,500 to 1,900 square feet,
and sold for $425,000. By the time the last home was completed and sold
in 2014, the units have increased in size to 2,100 square feet, and the
market had boosted the sales price to $700,000.
BDR Homes produced 58 single-family homes in three developments:
Adagio, with 3- and 4-bedroom detached homes priced in the high
$400,000s; Allegro Townhomes, 2- and 3-bedroom units in the low
$300,000s, and Vivo, 2- and 3-bedroom affordable townhomes priced
&+1%"),4ƥÛÙÙĄÙÙÙ0ă%"##,/!)"1,4+%,*"0Ą#,/Õ/01Ě1&*"%,*"
buyers earning up to 80 percent AMI, were produced to look comparable
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Financing
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-/,$/*ă%"-/,'" 140Õ++ "!20&+$-2)& +!-/&31"#2+!0ă
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%"Õ++ &+$ ,+0&01"!,#15Ě"5"*-1-/&31" 1&3&16,+!0Ą#,2/-"/ "+115 /"!&1".2&16Ą   Ą 
Moving To Work (MTW) Block Grant Fund and HUD American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funds, and the
proceeds from the sale of land not used for replacement housing purposes.
+2$201ÚâââĄƥÜÞ*&))&,+  $/+140 ,**&11"!61%"#"!"/)$,3"/+*"+1#,/1%"/"!"3"),-*"+1,#
&+&"/&01ă+!!&1&,+)ƥÚÝăÝ*&))&,+&+01&*2)20!,))/0ĝ#/,*1,1),#,3"/ƥÝÞ*&))&,+4/!"!1,1%"$"+ 6
&+ÛÙÙâĝ%")-"!#2+!+! ,*-)"1" ,+01/2 1&,+#,/%0"0 +!%0"

ă

,2/ "0#,/ 2)&  ,20&+$
 #2+!0

ʏǘǚǾǕǕǕǾǕǕǕ

#2+!0

ʏǗǘǾǚǛǞǾǝǝǝ

), ( /+1 2+!0

ʏǖǙǾǖǘǛǾǜǞǘ

+!)"0/, ""!0

ʏǗǝǾǚǕǙǾǘǙǖ

 .2&16

ʏǗǖǾǝǜǕǾǕǗǝ

55"*-1,+!/, ""!0

ʏǝǾǞǜǚǾǕǕǕ

,**"/ &),/1$$"

ʏǖǾǞǘǕǾǕǕǕ

"3"),-"/#""),+0

ʏǘǾǚǙǙǾǚǗǘ

,0&1&3",+!/&1/$"

ʏǘǜǜǾǗǗǖ

+"/$6,*-+6"1"0

ʏǞǘǾǘǘǞ
Total

“

%" &16ȉ002--,/1403"/6&$
-&" ",#1%&0-/,'" 1Ǿ&+ )2!&+$
,+1/&21&+$#2+!&+$Ǿ"5-"!&1&+$
permitting, and rezoning to allow
!"+0"/!"3"),-*"+1 ),0"/1,1%"
)&$%1/&)ǽ

”

Stephanie Van Dyke

&/" 1,/,#"3"),-*"+1Ǿ
Seattle Housing Authority

$138,001,133

The table above represents the sources that the SHA used to build 385 low-income rental units, about 9,500 square
feet of commercial space, new streets and public utilities, and several parks.
&1%!!&1&,+)&+3"01*"+10,#ƥÚÙÛ*&))&,+*!"6-/&31"*/("12&)!"/0Ą),4Ě&+ ,*"+,+-/,Õ1%,20&+$!"3")opers, and the service providers Neighborhood House and the Boys and Girls Club, the total project development cost
came to $240 million.

Marketing and Management
%&)"1%"-2)& %,20&+$2+&10/".2& (1,Õ))2-+!!,+,1/".2&/"0-" &)*/("1&+$"##,/10Ą1%"#,/Ě-/,Õ1!"3"),-"/0%&/"! ,*-+6 ))"! 20&,+ĄÕ/*4&1%"5-"/&"+ "4&1%,1%"/*01"/-)++"! ,**2+&1&"0Ą1,!"3"),-
marketing plan for the private development. While a general marketing plan and website for overall development
helped create a sense of the community, each developer also had an additional platform to establish a distinct identity
#,/1%"&/%,*"0ă 20&,+đ0 ,+1/&21&,+0&+ )2!"!/+!&+$Ą 1&3"*/("1&+$+!!3"/1&0&+$Ą0&$+$"+! +1"/+"1ă
Fusion also developed community marketing partnerships and local marketing campaigns, partnering with local
businesses and restaurants to spread the word about the new community.
, /"1"0"+0",# ,**2+&16+!+,21)"11,!&0 200-,1"+1&)&002"0Ą1%" +!1%" ,*",4+"/0đ00, &1&,+
ģ Ĥ%0" "01)&0%"!ưĒ ,,!"&$%,/$/""*"+1,**&11""ăē%"!"3"),-*"+1,#1%"*""1&+$$"+!
rotates between the SHA and the HOA, and the committee meets quarterly to identify neighborhood needs, concerns
and solutions. This dialogue has been key to the health of the community. Several community solutions have been
addressed through this committee, which has improved the spirit and quality of the relationship among neighbors.
In the decade since Phase I was developed, neighbors have matured together as a community over time and learned
from community experiences.
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was completed in 2013 – 2016, does not participate in
 ,*-/)"Ē ,,!"&$%,/ē$/""*"+1ă2/&+$
Phase III redevelopment, the SHA initially held seats on

Photo Courtesy of Dwell Development

%" #/,*%0"

the Rainier Vista HOA. But once properties in Phase III
were at 80 percent occupancy by homeowners, the SHA
stepped off the HOA board. During the tenure of that HOA
board, a Good Neighbor Agreement was introduced and
the homeowners of that Phase chose not to move forward
with one. They can at any time engage in conversations with
the Rainier Vista east board to create one. Thus, the relationship of
these homeowners with the SHA is less established.

0"/31&,+0+!"00,+0"/+"!
New transit creates new opportunities. The creation of the Sound Transit line stimulated an opportunity for the
redevelopment of Rainier Vista, with an emphasis on transit-oriented design to prepare for the nearby transit stop.
One-to-one replacement of public housing units demonstrates a commitment to the housing needs of low-income
households.%"/"!"3"),-*"+1,#-2)& %,20&+$-/,'" 101,*&5"!Ě&+ ,*",×"+/"!2 "01%"+2*"/,#-2)& %,20&+$
2+&10ă,2)&+$1%"!"+0&16,#1%"0&1"40+"00"+1&)1%/"0%,)!1,*""1"11)"đ0 ,**&1*"+11,,+"Ě#,/Ě,+"/"-) "*"+1ă
Presales can make the difference in a down market. Despite the challenging market conditions during and immediately post-recession, Dwell Development was able to keep building by strategically leveraging presales to develop its
new market-rate homes.
Expect the unexpected, particularly for a multiphase project. Rainier Vista faced challenges with development
conditions that increased construction costs. Zoning interpretations and the discovery of wetland areas on both the
west and east phases resulted in fewer for-sale home sites.
A large-scale project is susceptible to market trends. This is particularly the case with public-private partnerships,
because there are unpredictable cycles in private development. With the Great Recession slicing through the middle of
the project timeline, the participation of the private sector stalled until the market started to recover. This delay held up
the project proceeds that the public housing was depending on, which made for a longer completion of the project.
Establish a regular and formal communication channel for residents.%"Ē ,,!"&$%,/$/""*"+1ē"14""+
the SHA and the homeowners association (HOA) in Phase I keeps both parties accountable. The committee that
implements the agreement has representatives from the SHA and the HOA and has been an invaluable resource to
discuss community issues and identify solutions.
Avoid creating a separate real estate marketing name for a subdivision within a mixed-income community. The
%0"

 &0(+,4+0Ē"4&+&"/&01Ąē4%& %%0/"02)1"!&+0,*"/"0&!"+10,+1%""010&!",#&+&"/&01

considering their neighborhood as a separate community. In Phases I and II, residents consider all of Rainier Vista to
be one community.
Ensure that community services, organizations, and businesses in a mixed-use, mixed-income development
are accessible to all. The geographic spread of community services and local businesses throughout Rainier Vista
supports the positive integration of income levels.
Plan for strategic and intentional community development.%" đ0,**2+&162&)!&+$-/,$/*%0""+("6
to income integration and highly popular among tenants, homeowners and community partners.
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This document is a portion of NAHB’s report
How Did They Do It? Discovering New Opportunities for Affordable Housing.
Click here to view the full report.
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